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Abstract. Semantic scene reconstruction from point cloud is an essen-
tial and challenging task for 3D scene understanding. This task requires
not only to recognize each instance in the scene, but also to recover their
geometries based on the partial observed point cloud. Existing methods
usually attempt to directly predict occupancy values of the complete ob-
ject based on incomplete point cloud proposals from a detection-based
backbone. However, this framework always fails to reconstruct high fi-
delity mesh due to the obstruction of various detected false positive ob-
ject proposals and the ambiguity of incomplete point observations for
learning occupancy values of complete objects. To circumvent the hur-
dle, we propose a Disentangled Instance Mesh Reconstruction (DIMR)
framework for effective point scene understanding. A segmentation-based
backbone is applied to reduce false positive object proposals, which fur-
ther benefits our exploration on the relationship between recognition and
reconstruction. Based on the accurate proposals, we leverage a mesh-
aware latent code space to disentangle the processes of shape completion
and mesh generation, relieving the ambiguity caused by the incomplete
point observations. Furthermore, with access to the CAD model pool
at test time, our model can also be used to improve the reconstruction
quality by performing mesh retrieval without extra training. We thor-
oughly evaluate the reconstructed mesh quality with multiple metrics,
and demonstrate the superiority of our method on the challenging Scan-
Net dataset. Code is available at https://github.com/ashawkey/dimr.

Keywords: Point Scene Understanding, Mesh Generation and Retrieval,
Point Instance Completion

1 Introduction

Semantic scene reconstruction can facilitate numerous real-world applications,
such as robot navigation, AR/VR and interior design. This task aims to under-
stand the semantic information of each object and recover their geometries from
partial observations (e.g. point cloud from 3D scans). Several previous meth-
ods only focus on object recognition in the scene [37, 29, 6, 32, 33, 13, 63] by
semantic and instance segmentation, or the completion of the partial observed
point cloud [55, 35, 28, 17, 19, 16]. In order to further explore both semantic
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(a) Input                           (b) RfD-Net                      (c) Ours                    (d) Ground Truth

Fig. 1: Point Scene Instance Mesh Reconstruction. With an incomplete point
cloud scene as input, our method learns to recognize each object instance and
reconstruct a complete mesh that matches the input observation well.

and geometry information, in this paper, we aim to jointly complete these two
different tasks in one framework.

Recently, researchers begin to explore the relationship of semantic and geom-
etry information for scene understanding. Semantic Scene Completion [57, 43, 24,
7] reconstructs occluded geometry by performing semantic segmentation for both
visible and occluded space in dense voxel grids. Similarly, RevealNet [31] per-
forms instance segmentation in dense voxel grids. Due to the demanding memory
requirement, these works are typically limited by the low-resolution dense voxel
grids and can not reconstruct high fidelity objects in the scene. RfD-Net [49]
first proposes to work directly on sparse point clouds, which can recognize and
reconstruct objects in high-resolution mesh representation. However, as shown in
Figure 1(b), this Reconstruction-from-Detection pipeline always fails to recon-
struct high fidelity objects. In general, the reason can be mainly categorized into
two aspects. The first one is the numerous false positive proposals from the de-
tection module. These false positive proposals cause the mismatch between the
incomplete point clouds and the complete mesh, thus obstructing training an
effective shape completion network. The second one is the structure ambiguity
caused by incomplete point observations for directly learning occupancy values
of complete objects. Therefore, to further explore this problem, we should answer
the following two questions for this task: i) Does the accurate foreground object
proposals improve the reconstruction quality? ii) How to mitigate the structure
ambiguity of incomplete point cloud for mesh reconstruction?

In this paper, we propose our Disentangled Instance Mesh Reconstruction
framework to answer these two questions. Our pipeline contains two stages,
namely instance segmentation and instance mesh reconstruction. Comparing
against state-of-the-art point cloud detection approaches [53, 68, 44], we observe
that instance segmentation framework [37, 6] can reduce the false positive rate
of object proposal significantly. Therefore, we generate the object proposal for
object completion based on instance segmentation. With the proposals from the
instance segmentation framework, the quality of completed objects is improved
consequentially. For the second question, we propose a disentangled instance
mesh reconstruction approach to recover high fidelity mesh of each incomplete
object. Different from directly learning occupancy values of complete objects
based on incomplete point observations [49], we propose to disentangle the shape
completion and mesh generation for mesh reconstruction. The shape completion
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Fig. 2: A comparison of the training process between our method and RfD-
Net. For object recognition, RfD-Net uses a detection-based backbone to predict
bounding boxes, then extracts the foreground points with a segmentation net-
work, while we apply a straight-forward instance segmentation backbone. Fur-
thermore, we disentangle shape completion and mesh generation by adopting a
pre-trained mesh autoencoder and supervise shape completion by latent codes.
The mesh generation part is only used during inference (not shown in the fig-
ure), mitigating the issue of difficult explicit occupancy supervision in RfD-Net.
Without harming the end-to-end training of object recognition and shape com-
pletion, our method significantly improves the quality of generated meshes.

module aims to recover the necessary structure information of incomplete ob-
jects to mitigate the ambiguity for high-fidelity mesh reconstruction, which is
the goal of the mesh generation module. Especially, our shape completion mod-
ule does not focus on direct completion of mesh, due to the noisy information
from input point observations. More effectively, we propose the mesh-aware la-
tent code as the supervision for our shape completion module. The target latent
code is encoded from the complete point cloud by a pre-trained encoder, and
can be used for mesh reconstruction by a pre-trained decoder, namely the mesh
generator. Therefore, the structure information of the complete point cloud for
mesh reconstruction is encoded into our mesh-aware latent code, and our shape
completion module can learn this structure information directly. After train-
ing, the structure information of incomplete point observations can be recovered
by this module and mitigate the ambiguity for mesh reconstruction. With the
pre-trained mesh generator, our method can generate high-quality meshes con-
sistent with the point observations as shown in Figure 1 (c). Furthermore, if
we have access to the CAD model pool, our model can be used to search the
nearest neighbors in the latent code space to perform mesh retrieval or assist
mesh generation, without the need of extra training.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

– We analyze the weaknesses of the previous detection based framework and
propose a new pipeline for point scene instance mesh reconstruction, which
first performs instance segmentation on incomplete point scenes and then
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completes each object instance with a mesh that matches the observed
points.

– We design a disentangled instance mesh reconstruction strategy to mitigate
the ambiguity of learning complete shapes from incomplete point cloud ob-
servations, by leveraging a mesh-aware latent code space. Furthermore, it
can also be used for mesh retrieval with the access to a provided model pool.

– We studied multiple metrics to measure the performance in mesh comple-
tion quality, and proposed a new metric to measure point-to-mesh map-
ping quality. Results show that our method performs better than previous
state-of-the-arts on the challenging ScanNet dataset, especially on complex
structures such as chairs and tables.

2 Related Work

2.1 Point Scene Instance Segmentation

Instance segmentation has been an important topic for point scene understand-
ing with the availability of large-scale point cloud scene datasets. Current meth-
ods can be categorized into detection-based and segmentation-based methods.
Detection-based methods [20, 30, 70] first regress 3D bounding boxes and then
mask out background points inside each box to get the final instance segmenta-
tion. However, the two-step pipeline is not straightforward and usually inefficient.
Instead, segmentation-based methods [37, 64, 52, 29, 40, 26, 6, 42, 73] directly
predict semantic segmentation and then cluster points into instance proposals.
For example, PointGroup [37] uses sparse 3D CNNs [23, 69, 45, 59] to extract
point cloud features, and propose a dual-set clustering algorithm to better dis-
tinguish the void space between object instances. Later works [6, 29] mainly
focuses on more efficient and concise instance clustering algorithms such as dy-
namic convolution and hierarchical aggregation. We choose the segmentation-
based backbone for its simplicity, and bridge instance segmentation to mesh
reconstruction in end-to-end training.

2.2 3D Shape Completion

Object Completion. This line of research mainly focuses on shape completion
of single objects. Many works [65, 61, 50, 71] focus on the completion of point
cloud shapes, with incomplete point clouds as the input and completed point
clouds as the output. However, these methods usually complete up to a limited
number of points which is not enough to represent high resolution shapes due
to the sampling problem. Other works choose dense voxel grids [58, 18, 27] or
implicit functions [12, 11] to perform shape completion. Many works [11, 47,
41, 67, 51] adopt an autoencoder architecture to learn a compact latent code
for each shape. BSP-Net [9, 10] proposes to approximate shapes with a Binary
Space Partitioning (BSP) tree, which shows good results on mesh reconstruction
from dense voxel grids and single view images.
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Scene Completion. Instead of focusing on single objects, scene completion
aims to complete all objects from a partial observation such as a 3D scan. Early
works usually start from volumetric representations and the completion task
can be viewed as a dense labeling task on voxel grids. Semantic Scene Comple-
tion [57, 24, 43, 7, 17, 8, 60] voxelizes the point cloud into dense voxel grids and
predicts semantic labels of all voxels in both visible and occluded regions. Reveal-
Net [31] proposes semantic instance completion, which performs object detection
on voxel grids and then completes each instance within the cropped voxel grids.
Other works focus on mesh representations. Total 3D understanding [48, 72, 21]
performs object detection and mesh reconstruction on RGB images. RfD-Net [49]
first performs semantic instance completion on point clouds directly and gener-
ates completed instance meshes. It adopts a detection-based backbone and uses
implicit functions for mesh reconstruction, demonstrating that these two tasks
are complementary. Assuming the availability of a CAD model pool, CAD re-
trieval aims to find the best-fitting CAD models and align them to the point
scenes [2, 3, 14, 25, 22], images [39], or videos [46], optionally allowing for de-
formation of single objects [62, 36]. Our method follows this line of research,
with point clouds as the direct input and reconstructed instance meshes as the
output. Differently, we separate shape completion and mesh generation tasks to
ease the training process with the proposed latent instance mesh reconstruction.

3 Method

We introduce our pipeline as illustrated in Figure 3. Overall, the pipeline con-
sists of two training stages: point-wise learning and proposal-wise learning. The
first stage (Section 3.1) takes a sparse 3D CNN backbone to perform point-wise
predictions including semantic labels, instance center offsets, and rotation an-
gles. In the second stage (Section 3.2), another sparse 3D CNN is used to predict
proposal-wise results including residual bounding boxes, confidence scores, and
the latent distributions of complete meshes. Only in inference, the latent codes
sampled from these distributions are decoded to generate compact meshes (Sec-
tion 3.3), which are transformed back to the world coordinate system with the
refined bounding boxes to compose the final reconstructed scene.

3.1 Learning Point-wise Features

In this stage, we focus on learning point-wise features including the semantic
labels for semantic segmentation, offsets from the instance center for instance
segmentation, and instance rotation angles for bounding box regression. We fol-
low [37] and use a sparse 3D U-Net [23, 54] as the backbone to extract fea-
tures. The input to the network is a point set P = {p1,p2, · · · ,pN}, where each
point is described by its coordinate pi = (xi, yi, zi), i ∈ [1, N ]. These points
are voxelized before being fed to the backbone. To obtain the per-point fea-
ture, we map the voxel feature from the backbone back to the point and get
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Fig. 3: Overview of the network architecture. The network first learns point-wise
features including semantic labels li, instance offsets oi and instance rotations
ri. Then, instance proposals are clustered and fed to the second stage for learn-
ing proposal-wise features including confidence scores confj , residual bounding
boxes ∆bj , and latent shape distributions N (µj ,σj). During inference, instance
meshes are generated by decoding the mesh-aware latent codes sampled from
the latent shape distributions.

Fpoint ∈ RN×Dpoint , where Dpoint is the feature dimension. Then, three Multi-
Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) are applied to regress three point-wise targets respec-
tively. For the semantic label, the prediction is the classification logits li ∈ RC ,
where C is the total number of classes. For the instance offset, the prediction
is the offset oi = (∆xi, ∆yi, ∆zi) from the current point to the instance center
it belongs to. In addition to these two regular heads for instance segmenta-
tion [37, 6], we use a third head to predict the orientation of the instance that
covers the current point to build an approximate oriented bounding box. We
only predict the rotation angle ri ∈ [−π, π) along the z-axis following [49], since
the rotation along x, y-axes for most instances can be ignored.

To optimize the afore-mentioned objectives, we use the cross-entropy loss
Lsemantic
cls for semantic segmentation, the L1 Loss Loffset

reg for instance offset re-
gression, and follow [49, 34] to disentangle the angle loss into a hybrid of classi-

fication and regression loss Langle
cls + Langle

reg . So far, the loss function for the first
stage Lstage1 can be concluded as the sum of these four parts.
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3.2 Learning Proposal-wise Features

The second stage handles proposal-wise predictions that bridge instance segmen-
tation to instance mesh reconstruction. Given the point-wise predictions from
stage one, we first apply a clustering algorithm [37] to group the whole scene’s
point cloud into L instance point cloud proposals P = {P1, P2, · · · , PL}. We
then transform each instance point cloud to its canonical coordinate system for
better proposal-wise feature learning [56]. Specifically, each instance point cloud
Pj ∈ P is: 1) recentered at the mean instance center c̄j =

1
|Pj |

∑
i∈Pj

(pi+oi); 2)

rotated along z-axis for the negative mean rotation angle −r̄j = − 1
|Pj |

∑
i∈Pj

ri
to make the instance front-facing; and 3) scaled into [0, 1] on each axis by di-
viding sj , where sj ∈ R3 is the approximate instance scale calculated from the
minimum and maximum coordinates of the rotated points. Another voxelization
is applied on each instance proposal to extract proposal-wise features. The trans-
formed instance points with their features Fpoint are fed into the second sparse
3D U-Net, after which a max-pooling layer is used to output the proposal-wise
features Fprop ∈ RL×Dprop , where Dprop is the feature dimension. This allows
the point-wise features learned in stage one to be smoothly propagated to later
modules. The original scale information sj is preserved by being concatenated
to the features.

To reconstruct instance meshes from Fprop, we still need to regress three tar-
gets: proposal confidence, residual bounding box and latent shape distributions.

Proposal confidence. An MLP followed by a sigmoid function is applied to
regress the confidence value confj ∈ [0, 1] for proposal Pj . The ground truth
for the confidence is decided by the largest point Intersection over Union (IoU)
between the proposal and ground-truth instances following [37].

Residual bounding Box. From the first stage, we already have an initial 7
Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) oriented bounding box b̂j = {r̄j , c̄j , sj}. However, this
bounding box is inaccurate due to partial observation and occlusion, especially
for the instance scale (e.g., missing of chair legs leads to underestimated scale
on the z-axis). We therefore use an MLP to predict a residual bounding box
∆bj to refine this initial bounding box, and the final bounding box is given by

bj = b̂j +∆bj .

Latent shape distributions. To address the ambiguity problem in shape com-
pletion, a probabilistic generative model is usually adopted [66, 1, 49]. We take
a similar way by assuming that the complete shape is sampled from a latent
Gaussian distribution, and learn it through the reparameterization trick [38].
An MLP is used to regress the mean and standard deviation µj ,σj ∈ RDshape ,
where Dshape is the latent shape code dimension. To allow supervised learning,
we need to know the ground-truth latent distribution (µgt

j ,σgt
j ) of ground-truth

meshes, which will be described in Section 3.3.

The loss function for the second stage Lstage2 further adds three regression
terms on the basis of Lstage1, i.e., the confidence loss Lconf

reg , the bounding box

loss Lbbox
reg , and the latent distribution loss Llatent

reg , all using the weighted smooth
L1 loss to alleviate the class imbalance in object proposals.
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Fig. 4: (a) Instead of explicitly predicting a complete mesh in 3D space, we lever-
age a mesh-aware latent code space to disentangle shape completion and mesh
generation. (b) The gray circle is the predicted latent code from the observed
partial point cloud. We can directly use it to generate a mesh via the decoder
(green right arrow with k = 0). With access to the CAD meshes or their latent
codes (yellow diamonds) from the model pool, we can further perform model
retrieval (yellow left arrows) or assisted generation by projecting the latent code
to the nearest k neighbors (green right arrows with k > 0).

3.3 Disentangled Instance Mesh Reconstruction

Instance mesh reconstruction from a partially observed point cloud is a chal-
lenging task, requiring both shape completion and mesh generation. Previous
methods perform these two tasks as a whole, but fail to generate high fidelity
meshes that match the observation. The problems are two-fold: 1) The diffi-
culty of optimizing a conditioned mesh generator with the detection network,
where lots of false positive proposals are used as inputs. 2) The ambiguity of
learning complete shapes from incomplete point cloud observations. To handle
these problems, we propose a disentangled mesh reconstruction approach as il-
lustrated in Figure 4a. The core idea here is to disentangle shape completion and
mesh generation into two stages. First, we pre-train a mesh Variational Autoen-
coder (VAE) to encode 3D meshes into a latent code space, which can be viewed
as a mesh generator. Note that this mesh generator is trained with complete
GT meshes, and there is no ambiguity in shape learning since no completion
happens here. For shape completion, we can simply train another encoder that
maps incomplete instance proposals into the same latent code space. This com-
pletion encoder is supervised with these low-dimension latent codes as described
in Section 3.2, which are much easier to optimize compared to high-dimension
conditioned occupancy values. Thus, the mesh generation part is detached from
the training process of object recognition and shape completion.

We adopt BSP-Net [9, 10], which proposes an efficient approach to approx-
imate low-poly meshes by learning convex decomposition, as the autoencoder
model. Specifically, we adopt a Conditional VAE (CVAE) variant for better gen-
eration quality. Following [9], we sample complete point clouds from the CAD
models and voxelize them as the input to the encoder, which outputs a latent
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distribution N (µ,σ) that characterizes the shape. Then, we sample a latent
code z from this distribution, and use the decoder to output a set of planes
with the convex decomposition to generate the polygonal meshes. In addition
to the original BSP loss Lbsp in [9], a KL loss LKL weighted by 0.1 is added as
regularization. More details can be found in the supplementary material.

After convergence, we use the encoder to extract the ground-truth latent
distribution for each ground-truth mesh Mgt

j :

µgt
j ,σgt

j = Enc(Mgt
j ) (1)

Therefore, to reconstruct mesh Mj from a partially observed point instance,
we only need to regress the latent distribution and sample a latent code zj ∼
N (µj ,σj), then decode it through:

Mj = Dec(zj) (2)

Optional post-processing like the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm can be
used to further fine-tune the mesh location. By default, we use the expectation
as the latent code so zj = µj , but we can also sample different latent codes for
different explanations of the partial point observation to address the ambiguity
problem. Furthermore, if we have access to the model pool M at test time, our
model can also perform CAD retrieval task without any further training, by
searching the nearest mesh from the model pool in the latent space:

M retr
j = arg min

m∈M
||zm − zj ||2 (3)

where zm is the latent code of CAD model m. However, maintaining the whole
model pool requires extra storage (about 238MB for the 2238 models used in
Scan2CAD). Another option is to only maintain the latent codes {zm|m ∈ M},
which is a 256-d vector for each mesh (about 2.2MB for the same models). These
latent codes can serve as priors to assist the mesh generation, by projecting the
predicted latent code to the hyperplane spanned by the nearest k latent codes
{zn1, zn2, · · · , znk} from the model pool:

Mproj
j = Dec(projspan{zn1,zn2,··· ,znk}(zj)) (4)

Figure 4b illustrates the relationship between these methods.

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. Three datasets are involved in our experiments: ScanNet v2 [15],
ShapeNet [4], and Scan2CAD [2]. The ScanNet dataset consists of 1,513 real
world indoor scene scans. Inline with [49, 31], The official data split is used in all
experiments. Only the incomplete point clouds are used as the input data, with
the semantic and instance labels as the point-level supervision. The Scan2CAD
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(a) RfD-Net                   (b) Ours       (c) Ground Truth

cabinet           chair          sofa       table  bookshelf     bathtub    display   trash bin

Fig. 5: Qualitative Comparison on the ScanNet dataset. Please zoom in to see
details. We only visualize meshes with confidence larger than 0.5 for RfD-Net
as in [49], and 0.3 for Ours. Red-dash boxes show missing or incorrect human
annotations in the ground truth, e.g., missing chairs, incorrectly scaled table and
cabinet. More visualizations can be found in the supplementary material.

dataset provides the alignment of CAD models in ShapeNet to scenes in ScanNet.
We use the aligned CAD models as the proposal-level supervision.

It’s worth noting that the semantic and instance labels of ScanNet point
clouds are inconsistent with Scan2CAD meshes. The point cloud instance seg-
mentation literature [37, 29, 6] usually adopts a 20-class label system, with 2 stuff
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(a) Generation      (b) Projection       (c) Retrieval        (d) Ground Truth

Fig. 6: Comparison between mesh generation, assisted generation (projection)
and retrieval mode of our method.

categories and 18 object categories. However, the instance mesh reconstruction
literature [49] only uses 8 object categories. To bridge between these two tasks,
we make a compatible label system to both tasks and relabel the instance seg-
mentation ground truths based on the new label system. Note that we don’t
introduce any new manual labeling, but simply rearrange the two sources of la-
bel information. The details of the label mapping and relabeling can be found
in the supplementary material.

Evaluation Metrics. The quality of point scene instance mesh reconstruction
could be evaluated in two aspects: the completion quality and the mapping qual-
ity. The completion quality measures how well the reconstructed meshes match
the human-annotated ground-truth meshes, and the mapping quality measures
how well the reconstructed mesh surfaces match the observed point clouds.

Completion quality. Several approaches have been proposed to measure the
similarity between different meshes. For voxel-based methods, [49] voxelizes the
meshes with a fixed voxel resolution and calculates the 3D Intersection over
Union (IoU) of the prediction and the ground truth. For point-based methods,
[11, 9] sample point clouds with a fixed number from the mesh surfaces and
calculate the Chamfer Distance (CD). For mesh-based methods, [9, 5] choose
to render multi-view 2D images and calculate the Light Field Distance (LFD).
All of these metrics can only partially represent the underlying mesh similarity.
For example, 3D IoU requires the predicted mesh to occupy the exact voxels as
the ground-truth mesh, CD measures the distance between mesh surfaces, and
LFD compares more on visual appearance. Previous works [49, 31] only adopt
3D IoU as the metric, but we argue that 3D IoU at a coarse voxel resolution
fails to reflect the quality of mesh surface and visual appearance, which are also
important for measuring mesh similarity. For a thorough comparison, we adopt
all the three metrics with different thresholds to determine whether a predicted
mesh can match a ground-truth mesh, and report the 3D detection mean AP
over all classes.

Mapping quality. As shown in Figure 1, the human-annotated ground-truth
meshes may not be the only plausible reconstruction due to the ambiguity of
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input. Therefore, only using the completion quality may lead to biased evalua-
tion. To alleviate this problem, we use mapping quality to measure how well the
reconstructed mesh surfaces match the observed point clouds. Specifically, we
propose the Point Coverage Ratio (PCR), which computes the nearest distance
from each observed instance point to the corresponding mesh surface, and uses a
threshold to determine whether this point belongs to the reconstructed surface:

PCR =
1

|P|
∑
p∈P

1{dist(p,M)<ω} (5)

where p is a point from the observed ground-truth instance point cloud P, 1
means the indicator function, M is the reconstructed mesh, dist(p,M) is the
Euclidean distance from the point to the mesh surface, and ω is the distance
threshold. A larger PCR means more observed points are located near the mesh
surface, and thus better mapping quality. Similarly, we report the 3D detection
mean AP over all classes using PCR as the metric.

Baselines.Wemainly compare our results with the current state-of-the-art RfD-
Net [49], which is the first work that generates high-resolution mesh for point
scene instance reconstruction. The officially released model is used to generate
results for evaluation and comparison. Also, we investigate different variants of
our method including direct mesh generation, assisted mesh generation by latent
code projection and mesh retrieval with different levels of access to the CAD
model pool. All methods in our experiments are trained on the same dataset
split, and evaluated with the same hyper-parameters.

Implementation Details. We set the voxel size as 0.02m for point-wise sparse
U-Net, and 0.05m for proposal-wise sparse U-Net. We use Dpoint = 32, Dprop =
64, and Dshape = 128. We train 256 epochs for the first stage, and 256 epochs
for the second stage with a batch size of 8 on a single Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU.
The Adam optimizer is used with an initial learning rate of 0.001 for the first
stage and 0.0001 for the second stage. In training, we set the clustering radius
as 0.03m following PointGroup [37]. The weight for each loss term defaults to
1.0. In evaluation, we use a multi-scale clustering method at {0.01, 0.03, 0.05}m
to spot more proposals. The nearest neighbour count k is set to 1 for the pro-
jection model. The voxel size for 3D IoU calculation and the threshold ω for
PCR calculation are both set to 0.047m following [49]. The proposal confidence
threshold is set to 0.09, and each proposal should have at least 100 points.

4.2 Comparisons

Quantitative Comparisons. Table 1 shows the quantitative comparisons of
completion quality. Our method outperforms state-of-the-art on five out of six
evaluation settings in terms of mAP. This benefits from the proposed pipeline
that reduces false positive proposals (Table 3) and enhances the quality of gener-
ated meshes through the disentangled mesh reconstruction approach. A reason
for the lower 3D IoU with 0.5 as the threshold might be that 3D IoU with a
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Table 1: Comparisons on mesh completion quality. We report mean AP
for different metric@threshold. For IoU, higher threshold is more difficult. For
CD and LFD, smaller thresholds are more difficult. Better results are in bold.
We don’t compare with projection and retrieval models since they use extra
information.

IoU@0.25 IoU@0.5 CD@0.1 CD@0.047 LFD@5000 LFD@2500

RfD-Net [49] 42.52 14.35 46.37 19.09 28.59 7.80

Ours 46.34 12.54 52.39 25.71 29.47 8.55

Ours + proj. 46.50 12.59 52.06 24.84 29.95 9.67
Ours + retr. 47.20 12.83 51.77 25.10 30.80 10.12

Table 2: Comparisons on point-to-mesh mapping quality. The AP scores
are measured with PCR@0.5.

table chair bookshelf sofa trash bin cabinet display bathtub mean

Scan2CAD [2] 36.60 69.31 65.03 28.92 56.93 41.82 70.81 45.07 45.07
RfD-Net [49] 32.54 76.54 30.66 22.91 40.54 24.37 67.64 52.69 43.49

Ours 49.78 78.64 29.25 60.33 65.30 18.75 76.56 75.51 56.76

Ours + proj. 60.57 78.88 28.93 61.00 65.61 18.45 78.02 72.79 58.03
Ours + retr. 62.28 75.57 45.23 52.60 65.27 17.14 76.61 73.81 58.82

Table 3: Object Recognition Precision. We report the precision of object
recognition at different IoU thresholds. Our method greatly reduces the number
of false positive proposals.

Prec.@0.25 Prec.@0.5

RfD-Net [49] 22.99 7.92

Ours 43.70 15.09

high threshold discourages meshes with thin structures, since a small displace-
ment can result in huge drop in the metric value, even if the shape is of good
quality (e.g. the chair in Figure 1). With the access of an external model pool,
the projection and retrieval models (denoted as Ours + proj. and Ours + retr.)
produce more robust meshes. In particular, the retrieval model achieves a better
LFD score, since the retrieved meshes are guaranteed to be rational.

Table 2 shows the quantitative comparisons of mapping quality. We achieve
significant improvement in mAP and surpass the human-annotated Scan2CAD
dataset. This is to be expected. Since the ShapeNet dataset is synthetic and has
a finite number of models, the human-annotated CAD models may not perfectly
match the point cloud observations. Interestingly, the results also partially reveal
the capability of the CAD model pool. For example, retrieved meshes show better
performance on bookshelf, but perform worse on sofa, which means there may
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Table 4: Ablation study of proposed modules.

ResBox MSC ICP IoU@0.25 CD@0.1 LFD@5000

✓ ✓ 41.76 46.51 27.55
✓ ✓ 43.57 48.26 28.91
✓ ✓ 42.33 52.19 29.11
✓ ✓ ✓ 46.34 52.39 29.47

be fewer suitable sofa CAD models that fit real world ScanNet data. In such
cases, generated meshes can be potentially better.
Qualitative Comparisons. Figure 5 shows the qualitative comparisons. The
meshes generated by our method have better visual appearance and more accu-
rate locations. Besides, we show that when the human-annotated ground truths
conflict with the observed point clouds, our model can still successfully detect
these instances and output plausible meshes. In Figure 6, we also show the re-
sults of the projection and retrieval models. With extra information from the
model pool, the model can produce more robust meshes.

4.3 Ablation Study

We conducted ablation studies to verify the influence of proposed modules in
Table 4. ‘ResBox’ means we learn a residual bounding box ∆bj to refine the
empirical bounding box deduced from observed point clouds. ‘MSC’ means we
use multiple clustering radii to find more proposals at test time. ‘ICP’ means we
apply the ICP algorithm to post-process the reconstructed meshes. The results
indicate that the combination of these three modules achieves overall the best
performance. In particular, the proposed residual bounding box learning refines
the object location and improves all metrics, while ICP post-processing mainly
affects the IoU metric.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a Disentangled Instance Mesh Reconstruction pipeline
for point scene understanding. Our method first performs instance segmentation
to generate accurate object proposals, then applies a disentangled instance mesh
reconstruction strategy to mitigate the ambiguity of learning complete shapes
from incomplete point observations. We evaluate the experimental results on the
challenging ScanNet dataset from the perspectives of completion quality and
mapping quality, and demonstrate the superior performance of our method.
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